UNICEF video news package
English voice-over mono mix
• Running Time

2:22

• Narrator Name

Nina Martinek

Script
You are watching UNICEF television.
In the villages of Niger it is the women and
girls’ responsibility to seek water for their
family’s needs. This task has become much
easier for Ayu Yaou, who is now able to
fetch safe drinking water from a nearby
fountain that is supplied by this solar
powered pump.
Ayu also heads the village water committee
that manages the water system.
Soundbite (Hausa) Ayu Yaou, Mother and
Head of Water Committee
“Our burden is a lot less because we don’t
have to walk for hours to collect water that
is now available in the village. The water
quality is improved significantly and it is
now drinkable. Our children are healthier”
The solar powered water system in Guidan
Gazobi was installed by UNICEF and
supplies safe drinking water to 3010
people. It is monitored and maintained by
women in the community.
64% of people in rural Niger do not have
access to safe drinking water. They rely on
stagnant pools of water for drinking,
cleaning and washing, As a result, waterborne diseases, lack of hygiene and
inadequate sanitation perpetuate a cycle of
poverty and malnutrition in children.
Now Ayu can provide a more sanitary
environment for her daughter Raykia. She
also has one less obstacle to overcome
and may focus her attention on other
income generating activities and caring for
her daughters.
Soundbite: (French) Anne Ouedraogo,
UNICEF Programme Assistant: “Since they
had this system their chores are less time
consuming and reduction of the waterborne
diseases has been significant”

Shot list:

File Footage: 6 August 2006 (Guidan
Gazobi, Niger)

1. Med shot. Girl pouring
water from fountain
2. Close up. Water pouring
into ceramic pitcher
3. Wide shot. Girl pouring
water from fountain for
woman
4. Close up. Woman, Ayu
Yaou, watching water
5. Wide shot, Girl pouring
water for Ayu Yaou
6. Wide shot. Village water
abduction system
7. Wide shot. Ayu placing
water container on head
at fountain
8. Wide shot. Ayu walking
with water on head
9. Soundbite: (Hausa) Ayu
Yaou, Mother and Head of
Water Committee. “Our
burden is a lot less
because we don’t have to
walk for hours to collect
water that is now available
in the village. The water
quality is improved
significantly and it is now
drinkable. Our children are
healthier.”
10. Wide shot. Solar panel for
water system
11. Close up. Ayu Yaou
washing her hands
12. Med shot. Ayu Yaou
drinking water from pump
13. Med shot. Three women
waiting at water fountain
File Footage: 6 August 2006 (Zabon
Moussou, Niger)

UNICEF has so far supported the
construction and rehabilitation of 44
boreholes and 28 cemented wells in Niger.
The Water, Sanitation and Hygiene
Programme adheres to the concept that
easing the live of women and children
benefits the entire community.
With access to safe drinking water and
improved basic sanitation practices, the life
and health of Raykia, and other children is
greatly improved.
This is Nina Martinek reporting for UNICEF
television.
Unite for children

• International version split track
• Running Time

2:22

14. Wide shot. Dry landscape
and stagnant ponds of
water
15. Med shot. Dry landscape
and stagnant ponds of
water
16. Wide shot. Stagnant pond
of water next to millet field
17. Wide shot. Boys washing
in pond with cattle
18. Wide shot. Pile of waste
near stagnant pond of
water on edge of village
19. Med shot. Small child
sitting on ground
20. Med shot. Children and
infants standing near
fountain
21. Close up. Ayu washing
her daughter, Raykia’s
face
22. Med shot. Ayu washing
her daughter Raykia
23. Wide shot. Ayu hanging
clothes to dry
24. Soundbite: (French) Anne
Ouedraogo, UNICEF
Programme Assistant.
“Since they had this
system their chores are
less time consuming and
reduction of the
waterborne diseases has
been significant”
25. Med shot. Women turning
wheel at water fountain
26. Close up. Water pump
filling pitcher
27. Close up. Tilt up. Young
boy filling tray and
drinking water
28. Wide shot. Woman
carrying water containers
in village with children
29. Close up, Young boy
drinking water
30. Med shot. Close up.
Young boy smiling

You are watching UNICEF television.
In the villages of Niger it is the women and
girls’ responsibility to seek water for their
family’s needs. This task has become much
easier for Ayu Yaou, who is now able to
fetch safe drinking water from a nearby
fountain that is supplied by this solar
powered pump.
Ayu also heads the village water committee
that manages the water system.
Soundbite (Hausa) Ayu Yaou, Mother and
Head of Water Committee
“Our burden is a lot less because we don’t
have to walk for hours to collect water that
is now available in the village. The water
quality is improved significantly and it is
now drinkable. Our children are healthier”
The solar powered water system in Guidan
Gazobi was installed by UNICEF and
supplies safe drinking water to 3010
people. It is monitored and maintained by
women in the community.
64% of people in rural Niger do not have
access to safe drinking water. They rely on
stagnant pools of water for drinking,
cleaning and washing, As a result, waterborne diseases, lack of hygiene and
inadequate sanitation perpetuate a cycle of
poverty and malnutrition in children.
Now Ayu can provide a more sanitary
environment for her daughter Raykia. She
also has one less obstacle to overcome
and may focus her attention on other
income generating activities and caring for
her daughters.
Soundbite: (French) Anne Ouedraogo,
UNICEF Programme Assistant: “Since they
had this system their chores are less time
consuming and reduction of the waterborne
diseases has been significant”
UNICEF has so far supported the
construction and rehabilitation of 44
boreholes and 28 cemented wells in Niger.
The Water, Sanitation and Hygiene
Programme adheres to the concept that
easing the live of women and children
benefits the entire community.

Shotlist

File Footage: 6 August 2006 (Guidan
Gazobi, Niger)

1. Med shot. Girl pouring
water from fountain
2. Close up. Water pouring
into ceramic pitcher
3. Wide shot. Girl pouring
water from fountain for
woman
4. Close up. Woman, Ayu
Yaou, watching water
5. Wide shot, Girl pouring
water for Ayu Yaou
6. Wide shot. Village water
abduction system
7. Wide shot. Ayu placing
water container on head
at fountain
8. Wide shot. Ayu walking
with water on head
9. Soundbite: (Hausa) Ayu
Yaou, Mother and Head of
Water Committee. “Our
burden is a lot less
because we don’t have to
walk for hours to collect
water that is now available
in the village. The water
quality is improved
significantly and it is now
drinkable. Our children are
healthier.”
10. Wide shot. Solar panel for
water system
11. Close up. Ayu Yaou
washing her hands
12. Med shot. Ayu Yaou
drinking water from pump
13. Med shot. Three women
waiting at water fountain
File Footage: 6 August 2006 (Zabon
Moussou, Niger)
14. Wide shot. Dry landscape
and stagnant ponds of
water
15. Med shot. Dry landscape
and stagnant ponds of
water

With access to safe drinking water and
improved basic sanitation practices, the life
and health of Raykia, and other children is
greatly improved.
This is Nina Martinek reporting for UNICEF
television.
Unite for children

• Video news footage 1
• Running Time

2:00
Shotlist

Shot list: B Roll PART 1

File Footage: 6 August 2006 (Guidan Gazobi, Niger)

16. Wide shot. Stagnant pond
of water next to millet field
17. Wide shot. Boys washing
in pond with cattle
18. Wide shot. Pile of waste
near stagnant pond of
water on edge of village
19. Med shot. Small child
sitting on ground
20. Med shot. Children and
infants standing near
fountain
21. Close up. Ayu washing
her daughter, Raykia’s
face
22. Med shot. Ayu washing
her daughter Raykia
23. Wide shot. Ayu hanging
clothes to dry
24. Soundbite: (French) Anne
Ouedraogo, UNICEF
Programme Assistant.
“Since they had this
system their chores are
less time consuming and
reduction of the
waterborne diseases has
been significant”
25. Med shot. Women turning
wheel at water fountain
26. Close up. Water pump
filling pitcher
27. Close up. Tilt up. Young
boy filling tray and
drinking water
28. Wide shot. Woman
carrying water containers
in village with children
29. Close up, Young boy
drinking water
30. Med shot. Close up.
Young boy smiling

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

40.
41.
42.
43.

Med shot. Girl pouring water from fountain
Close up. Water pouring into ceramic pitcher
Wide shot. Girl pouring water from fountain for woman
Close up. Woman, Ayu Yaou, watching water
Wide shot, Girl pouring water for Ayu Yaou
Wide shot. Village water abduction system
Wide shot. Ayu placing water container on head at fountain
Wide shot. Ayu walking with water on head
Soundbite: (Hausa) Ayu Yaou, Mother and Head of Water Committee.
“Our burden is a lot less because we don’t have to walk for hours to
collect water that is now available in the village. The water quality is
improved significantly and it is now drinkable. Our children are healthier.”
Wide shot. Solar panel for water system
Close up. Ayu Yaou washing her hands
Med shot. Ayu Yaou drinking water from pump
Med shot. Three women waiting at water fountain

File Footage: 6 August 2006 (Zabon Moussou, Niger)
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

• Video news footage 2
• Running Time

Wide shot. Dry landscape and stagnant ponds of water
Med shot. Dry landscape and stagnant ponds of water
Wide shot. Stagnant pond of water next to millet field
Wide shot. Boys washing in pond with cattle
Wide shot. Pile of waste near stagnant pond of water on edge of village

2:00

Shotlist

Shot list: B Roll PART 2
File Footage: 6 August 2006 (Zabon Moussou, Niger)
49.
50.
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55.
56.
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59.
60.

Med shot. Small child sitting on ground
Med shot. Children and infants standing near fountain
Close up. Ayu washing her daughter, Raykia’s face
Med shot. Ayu washing her daughter Raykia
Wide shot. Ayu hanging clothes to dry
Soundbite: (French) Anne Ouedraogo, UNICEF Programme Assistant.
“Since they had this system their chores are less time consuming and
reduction of the waterborne diseases has been significant”
Med shot. Women turning wheel at water fountain
Close up. Water pump filling pitcher
Close up. Tilt up. Young boy filling tray and drinking water
Wide shot. Woman carrying water containers in village with children
Close up, Young boy drinking water
Med shot. Close up. Young boy smiling

